St Helier Boat
Owners
Association
Minutes of a Committee Meeting held at St Helier Yacht Club on the 15th February 2018 at 1730.
Present:

W Simpson (WS)
P Donne Davis (PDD)
K Hennelly (KH)
M Peters (MP)
P Rose (PR)
N Wood (NW)

1. Apologies

P Carter (PC). Absent: M Clarke (MC), V Walker (VW)

2. Minutes

The minutes of the last meeting were approved & signed.

3. Matters

Laptop – MP said he tried the old laptop from WS, but it was not
suitable.

Arising

MDG – WS reported that the next meeting was scheduled for 2nd March
when he hoped that more information on the Master Plan would be
available.

Action

WS/NW

Independent Lifeboat - KH understood that a boat had been identified
but a comprehensive survey would be required.
Bank Mandate – PDD reported that the mandate & documentation for
the new signatories had been delivered to HSBC, but they had since
requested a copy of the minutes & he awaited confirmation that it had
been approved.

PDD

Committee Vacancy – WS said his email to members had not elicited a
volunteer.
PDD said he had put MP’s details on the website & various forms and
had provided him with Association letterhead & complements slips.
4. Chairman's

Report

WS said there was no further news on the sea plane idea, but the
announcement that Manche Isles would be running the new
Jersey/Guernsey route meant it should not add to congestion issues in the
harbour.
Boat park works had been further delayed by bad weather & NW said
this was causing serious delays in maintenance work. With the
agreement of the Yacht Club, South Pier Marine would be placing some
boats on the pier.

5. Treasurer's

Report

MP reported there were many problems resulting from the subscription
increase. He had written to 19 members who had not paid; a further 64
S/Os had been received at the old rate & it was agreed that these be
accepted & reminders sent with the next AGM notice; another 19 had

PDD/MP

paid by S/O twice & this was thought thought likely to be bank errors, so
the duplicate payments should be refunded together with advise to
MP
cancel the incorrect S/O to avoid duplication in future.
WS thanked MP for his hard work in this difficult period.
6. St Helier
Marina Project

WS, NW, PDD & PR had attended one or other of the presentations.
PDD said the scope of the project was very wide, including technical
aspects such as alternative materials for pontoon construction & apps to
enable owners to control electricity & CCTV. However the main issue of
interest to members was likely to be the layout, with the aim of reducing
congestion caused by visitors when the gate first opens.
One idea was a central fairway, but PR said this would make no
difference unless visitors moorings were situated near the entrance. He
also pointed out that a surrounding pontoon attached to the walls would
be needed, causing a security risk of access to the North pontoon at high
water.
NW referred to an alternative idea to piles, being anchorage of the
walkways by expanding cables, saying this was likely to result in very
significant movement in high winds.
WS said he would update those members who had expressed an interest WS
in response to his email as well as the general membership & seek their
comments.
Going forward, NW said it was important to follow developments & to
seek a close involvement in the final process, which had worked well
with the La Colette replacement.

7. Any Other

Fishermen’s Pontoons – KH said he understood that fishing boats would
be using D pontoon during the pontoon replacement work, which was
due to be completed by the end of April.
Holding – NW asked if WS could ascertain if Mike Tait was pursuing
his proposal at our AGM that the charter RIBs, which he said had
doubled in number during the winter, moor in the Small Roads & PR
suggested that redundant nourrices could be removed to allow for more WS
holding buoys, given that more catches were being landed direct. KH
said if this were done, a pontoon could be laid for the RIBs.
St Catherine’s Light – PDD reported on a consultation ending 9th March,
on the proposal to replace the light, which was past its useful life, using
LED & solar technology, which would reduce its range from 13 to 8
miles. NW suggested that boats returning from Carteret were unlikely to
rely on the light until they reached the Ecriviere buoy, which would be
within the new range. WS said he would circulate the membership for
WS
comments.

Business

8. Next Meeting

& Termination

The date of the next meeting was agreed as 22nd March. The meeting
was closed at 1830.

